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EFFECT OF SPECIAL HANDLING OF HADDOCK
ON THE POSTIRRADIATION SHELF LIFE OF
HADDOCK FILLETS
by
Vincent G. Ampola and Louis J. Ronsivalli

ABSTRACT
Improved techniques for handling eviscerated haddock after capture resulted in
superior quality of the fish prior to irradiation and a significant extension in the postirradiation shelf life of fillets cut from them.

INTRODUCTIO N
Numerous studies indicate that the use of
pasteurizing levels (less than 1 megarad) of
gamma radiation promises to extend the shelf
life of marine products. For example, Slavin,
Steinberg, and Connors (1963) found that the
shelf life of haddock fillets could be doubled
or tripled by irradiating fillets at a dose level
of 250,000 rads. To reduce experimental variables, the researchers normally used relatively
fresh fish (1 to 3 days old).
Because a processor of radiopasteurized
fish could not usually expect to obtain, commercially, fish that are only 1 to 3 days old,
he needs to know whether or not this new
method of preservation can apply to fish of

commercial quality that might be a week or
more out of the water.
For this reason, we determined how preirradiation quality of commercially handled
haddock (ripped, gutted, and washed) affects
the postirradiation quality of the fill ets cut
from these haddock. This work suggested it
would be economically practical to radiopasteurize, at 250,000 rads, fillets cut from eviscerated haddock that had been held in ice up
to about 9 days (Slavin and Ronsivalli, 1963).
The work further suggested that better handling practices prior to icing and storage might
significantly prolong the postirradi ation shelf
life of the fillets cut from the fish. We are
reporting this latter observation, which has
not previously been reported.

Author: Vincent G. Ampolo , Chtmisl , and Louis J. Ronsivalli, Sup" visory Rtuarch Food Tuhnolo gisl, Bureau of Commercial Fis heries Technological Laboratory, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01931.
PreDrint No. 58. issued Aoril 1968.
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I.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
enameled cans, and subjected to 250,000 rads
from a cobalt-60 irradiator. After being irradiated, the cans were placed in storage at 33°
to 35 ° F.

Described in t his section are the methods
of preparing the samples and of making the
organoleptic tests.

A.

PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

A second lot of the specially handled haddock was taken from storage at 14 days and
was similarly processed and irradiated.

Iced, f r eshly caught haddock (less than 36
hours out of water ) undamaged by pitch fork
were purchased from a local supplier and
brought to the laboratory in ice. Some of
the fi sh, which were chosen randomly, were
filleted, and the fillets were wa hed, packaged
in I-pound car tons , plate froze n at -40° F .,
an d t hen stored at 0° F. The rest of the fish
were r andomly divided into two groups: one
group fo r commercial treatment; t he other,
for special treatment.

The fillets from both lots of fish were organoleptically tested concurrently with the
fillets that were cut from the commercially
handled haddock.

B.

1.

Com mercia lly Treated Group
The com m er ci a lly treated group was
handled in t he regular commercial manner
(S lavin and Ronsivalli, 1963).
2.

Specially Treated Group
The fi sh in the specially treated group
were eviscerated and washed, and their gut
cavities were manually cleaned of intestinal
and liver remnants under running cold tap
water ; t he gills of the fi sh were left intact.
The belly cavities of the the fish were packed
with flake ice to lower the body temperature'
rapidly, and the fish were carefully stored
belly down (to permit drainage ) in wooden
boxes ; each box contained about 125 pounds
of fis h. The fi sh were then covered with flake
lre. and the boxes were placed in refrigerated
!"-torage at 42° F. The ice lost through melting
was replenished at the top of the boxes as
needed.
One lot of these specially handled haddock
.,"as taken from storage after 12 days. The
fis h ,,'ere washed and filleted. The fillets were
skinned, air packed in hermetically sealed C-

II.

TESTING

At periodic intervals after being irradiated,
fillets were steam cooked and judged organoleptically by a 12-member panel experienced
in the sensory evaluation of m arine products.
The samples were coded and randomized so
that the panelists did not know the identity
of either the irradiated samples or of the nonirradiated control. The steamed fillets were
rated on a 5-point scale (5 = excellent, 4 =
very cood, 3 = good, 2 = fair, 1 = poor)
for appeara nce , odor, flavor, and texture.
These four characteristics were given equal
weight in the analysis of the results, since we
did not know what effect the relatively new
process of irradiation or the length of refrigerated storage would have on each.
To determine product shelf life, we had to
establish a fixed end point beyond which the
product would be considered unsuitable for
marketing. This point, an arbitrary one, was
established on the basis of past experience.
A panel average of 1.7 or less for an individual
attribute or a panel average of 1.9 or less for
the sum of the four attributes indicated that,
although the product might still be edible, it
was not of marketable quality, since fish receiving these scores showed signs of incipient
spoilage.

RESULTS

The shelf-life times obtained are shown in
Table 1.
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ORGANOLEPTIC

The data support the hypothesis that better
handling and icing techniques applied as soon

as fish are ca ught will significantly improve
the quality of the raw material for marketing
Table I.-Postirradiation shelf life of fillets cut from
commercial and sp ecially h andled h addock h eld
in iced storage fo r d ifferen t periods p rior to
their being p rocessed and irradiated at 0.25
Mrad s.
Handlin g
method

Preirradiation iced Postlrradiation shelf Total holding
storage period
life (33°_3 5° F :)
time of fi sh
of h addock
of fillets
and fillet s
D aY1

Handled 10
tbe ordinary
com mercial
manner 1

H andled
specially
1

by

4
6-7
9
11
13
12
14

D aY1

29
28
23
12
poiled (so not
irradiated)
32
14

DaY1

33
34-35
32
23
13
44
28

Data obtained from averages of th ree experiments as reponed earlie r
lavin and R onsivalli ( 1963) .

in the round and will yield better quality fillets
for the radiopasteurization process.
In comparing the quality of the eviscerated
fish prior to irradiation, we noted that the 12and 14-day-old specially handled fish were of
acceptable quality and that they warranted
radiopasteurization, whereas the 13-day-old
commercially handled fish had been spoiled (as
indicated by the presence of ammonia, sulfides,
and other compounds).
With respect to postirradiation shelf life,
the fillets cut from th~ 12-day-old specially
handled haddock had a total shelf life of 44
days, a period almost double the total shelf
life of the irradiated fillets from the 11-dayold commercially handled fish.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Fre hI caught evi cera ted haddock ,
wa hed and manually cleaned of inte tinal and
li er remnants, were packed with ice and
stored belly down in ice for 12 and 14 days.
Irrad iated fillets cut from the e fish were
stored at 33 0 -3 0 F. and organoleptically tested
a were irradiated fillet cut from commercially
handled fi h that had been stored in ice for
up to 11 days. The markedly longer postirra-

diation shelf life obtained from fillets cut from
ha ddock that were specially handled prior to
being stored in ice as compared with the shelf
life of fillets from commercially handled haddock indicates that a direct economic advant age is to be gained in using, for the radiopasteurization process, haddock that have been
given special handling and icing techniques
after capture and prior to storage.
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SONIC SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING
DISTANCES BETWEEN SELECTED POINTS
OF AN OTTER TRAWL
by
leon E. French, Jr.

ABSTRACT
Trawl gear is rigged with several sonic transducers connected to a shipboard recording-type echo sounder by means of a special cable. Trawl dimensions are recorded
continuously and simultaneously under a specially calibrated scale.

INTRODUCTION
In fishing-gear re earch, accurate systems
are needed for obtaining remote underwater
measurements of otter trawls to determine
t heir mechanical performance while in operation. Kristj onsson (1959) has reported that
theoretical calculations are replacing trial and
error in the development of fishing gear but
that theoretical solutions must be checked
against empirical knowledge and must be tested
in the field before they are accepted.
Complete knowledge of gear performance
can be obtained only by getting data system-

atically through the use of various instr ment
and observation techniques. Getting . these
data, however, is difficult, for many complex
testing procedures are needed. The literature
on this field is reviewed in the appendix.
The system of instruments reported here
was devised for accurately measuring and
simultaneously recording linear dimensions
between selected parts of t he otter trawl.
The report is divided into two sections. The
first describes the system; the second, its
operation.

Author : Leon E. Fre nch , Jr. (fo rme rl y El e ctronics Technician , Bureau o f Co mm e rcial Fi sh,e ri es Exp lo ratory Fishing and Gea r Research Ba se,
G loucester, Ma ssachuse tts 01930) now wi th th e Po rtsmo uth Na val Shipyard , Dove r, New Hampshi re 03820 .
Pre print No . 59, issued April 1968 .
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I.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This part of the report is concerned with
(A ) the selection and design of t he system
and (B) it components.

A. SYSTEM SELECTION AND DESIGN

1. Selection
\Ve began in early 1962 the review an d
evaluation of instruments avail able f or measuring otter-trawl performance to obtain background information in our search for better
methods of mea urement. The principal aims
,f this review ·were to find a system that
could provide : ( 1) a continuous readout of
remote trawl measurements and (2 ) a permanent gTal)hic record of the measurements.
A continuous shipboard readout would permit
an operator to monitor constantly the configuration of the trawl during its operation.
He thereby could observe any important
OCCUlTence or make any towing adj ustment
necessary to correct an erratic operation. Permanent graphic l'ecords of the trawl measurements would permit the data to be analyzed
at any time.
Of the methods reviewed, a refinement of
the sonic technique described by Rathj en and
Fahlen (1962; see also the appen dix, page 124)
seemed to be the most feasib le appr oach t o
accomp lish our aims. Beca us r emote cableconnected ~on ic transducers were used by them
to obtain vertical-opening measurements, we
concluded that a modification of their m ethod
might be suitable for use by us to obt ain other
gear m asurements.
A onic measuring system uses the principle of echo-sound or of direct-sound transmission to mea ure distances. The elapsed time
bel ween the start of a on ic pulse an d the
r ception of the sound, or of its reflected echo,
i' mea ured, and time is converted to distance.
Pr liminary test were made aboard the
ur au f ommercial Fi herie ' r esearch vesI R OI'{flla l during ctober 1962 to determine
th f a ibility of el ctrically conn ecting two
lran duc rs in par allel and " ounding" bet\\ n lhem. The re ult indicated t hat a sonic
111

method of measurement was practical and that
it was more accurate than were any of the
earlier methods. Subsequent tests and modifications to this system were made aboard the
Dela'WaTe during March and August 1963.
The system of measurement developed as
a result of the August Delaware trials provides
an instantaneous and continuous display of
measur ements aboard the fishing vessel. They
a re displayed graphically on the recording unit
of an echo sounder, and the distances are indicated by the echo-sounder scale. A shipboard observer can determine selected dimensions of a trawl and observe simultaneously
the influence of one or more measurements
upon another. For example, he can observe
t he chan ge in the spread of the trawl doors
caused by a change in the ocean bottom or the
change in the spread of wing-ends caused by
a change in the spread of the trawl doors.

2. Design
The modified sonic technique used for the
t r awl-measuring trials differed from the conventional method used for echo sounding in
the gr ouping and connecting of the transducers. The transducers were arranged in pairs
and pulsed in parallel so that the acoustic energy t r aveled from one transducer to the other
(Figur e 1). This procedure eliminated the
need f or an echoed pulSe and effectively improved the sensitivity of the system. The intensity of a sound received directly is many
times greater than is t hat of its reflected echo.
Because of greater signal intensities, the
amount of signal amplification required by the
echo-sounder receiver was reduced. This reduction ali owed the gain of the receiver to be
red uced correspondingly and eliminated most
of the extraneous echoes received from turbulent water and ground reflections.
In the design of the trawl-mensuration
system, the fo llowing aspects were important:
(a ) dist ances measured, (b) transducer location, (c) readout, (d) handling of conductor
cable, and (e) bottom-contact indicator.
a. Distances measured.-The system simultaneously records the following: (1) headrope

Figure l.-Schematic diagram showing the transducer locations and measurements.
B measures wing spread, and C measures door spread.

height above the ocean bottom, (2) distance
between trawl doors, (3) distance between
wing-ends of the net, and (4) distance to the
bottom from the vessel's keel. Figure 2 shows
an echograph recording of the linear dimensions measured during Cruise 63-7 by the
D elawaTe in August 1963.

b. Transducer location.-A paIr of transducers was attached to the trawl doors, a second pair was attached to the wing-ends of the
net, and a single transducer was attached to
the head rope of the net (Figure 1). The
paired transducer measured the distances between opposite points of attachment-door to

A measures h ead rope height,

door and wing-end to w ing-end . The headrope transducer so unded the bottom, just as
a conventiona l echo sounder wo ul d, to measure
the height of the h eadr ope above the bottom.
The transducers that were positioned on
the doors (Figure 3 ) were mounted within
a hinged metal support and were attached to
the top of the doors above the brackets. The
hinged support a llowed the transducers to be
placed at an an gle that would re ult in optimum strength of ignal at the recorder. The
angular placement of the door tran ducers was
critical and h ad to be determined by experiment. Results of these angular placements
are expla ined under "Sy tern Te ting."
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Figure 2.-A r eco rding of trawl dimensions obtained during D elaware Cruise 63.7.
measu rements are from the zero line.
O. Zero line or starting p ulse
A . H eadrope heigh t above the ocean bottom (8 feet)
B. Distance between the net wi ng. ends (45 feet)
C. Distance between th e otter·trawl doors (108 feet)
D. Depth of the water below t h e vessel's keel (162 feet)

The transducer positioned on the wings
(Fig·ure 4) were connected electrically in parallel and were mounted within polyester resinco\el'ed ply","ood vehicle. These vehicles were
attached to the wing-end s of the trawl by rope
bndles. Floats v,"ere added to the vehicles to
make them neutrally buoyant.
When the vehicles were placed outside the
wing-ends and were allowed to trail outside
of the n t, the signal were received well.
Howe\" 1', when the vehicles were placed inin the wing-end , t he signal wer e r eceived
p orly. Thi difference is probably due to the
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curvature of the net -- the curvature prevented the vehicles from aligning themselves
with the direction of tow.
The transducer positioned on the headrope
(Figure 5) was mounted within a piece of plywood coated with polyester resin. It was secured to the headrope and twine of the net
at the center of the bosom. In this position,
the headrope transducer directed the sonic energy toward the ocean bottom. The elapsed
time between the transmission of a pulse and
the reception of its echo indicates the distance
traveled by the pulse.

c. Readout.-The signals from the transducers were transmitted through a cable to a
remote recorder on board ship. This recorder
displayed a continuous graphical representation of the measured distances. Simultaneous
recordings were made of four measurements
by use of direct-signal and echo-signal methods.
The direct-signal method for obtaining
measurements requires all transducers to be
wired in parallel. All transducers are energized simultaneously and therefore emit sound
pulses simultaneously. After a pulse is sent,

each transducer acts as a receiver and relays
the receiver pulse to the recorder.
When the direct-signal me'thod is used, the
distances measured by the echo-sounder recorder must be doubled because an echo travels
twice the distance that direct sound does.
Direct and echo signals were transmitted
concurrently to obtain simultaneous recordings
of the measurements. All transducers were
energized together and emitted coincident
sound pulses. A combination of the directsignal and echo-signal recordings thus was
used in the determination of the measurements.

Figure 3.-Trawl·door sonic transducer. The transducer (indicated by the arrow) is one of a pair mounted on
the inner surface of the trawl doors.
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the center of the bosom.
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Figure 6.-Bottom-contact indicator.
hi d IC U at·
tached to the center of th e foolrope t
indi t
when the net i on the oc an bottom.
hindi tor:is shown in the c1
d p irion.
h n th n t i
off the bottom , the cur-ved 10" r:- m rnb r hang d "n
and opens a rna n tic switch att hed to th u «
portion.

11.

B. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The ystem consists, as we have seen, of
measuring components and of a bottom-contact indicator.

1.

Measuring Components
The sonic system for measuring distances
has the followin g parts:
(a) echo sounder
and recording unit, (b ) transducer cable, (c )
sonic transducers and (d) interconnecting
caLles and attachments.
a. Echo sounder.-The recording compo"lent of the system consists of a modified commercial depth sounder that is also used aboard
the vessel during normal fishing operations
(F igure 7). The depth scale of the recording
lmit, an integral part of the echo sounder, has
been modified to give measurements in feet instead of fathoms . The manufacturer's designation for the sounder is "Elac-Echograph
Superior Model LAZ-17.''' The frequency of
the transmitted pulses is 30 kilocycles per
second with a pulse repetition rate of 20 to
160 pulses per minute, depending upon the
range scale selected. The shallowest depth
range. 42 fathoms (160 pulses per minute ) ,
was used during the trials.
b. Transdu cer cable.- A sev en-conductor
cable is used with the instrumentation system .
It was manufactured to Bureau specifications.
The cable conductors are plain, No. 12 (American \\,ire age) copper-stranded wires with
I olYPl'oJlylene insulation. The insulated conrl ucto r~ are covered by (1) a neoprene j acket;
(~) a ba ket-weave galvanized-steel layer , to
]ll'uvirle ' trength and abrasion resi t ance; and
(:~) a second layer of neoprene, covering the
nUl' a embly.
c. Sonic transducers.-Recond itioned "Elac
L £-24" onic tran ducer are used to t r ansmit and r ceive the ound pul e. The transIu r. ar f the magneto trictive type with

I Trade nome, referrt'd
to in th is publication do not imply end,
n of any commercial product but are ci ed to promote full
und ,,'cnd,ng of t~" 'ype o f equipmen' used .

magnetizable bodies that change in length
when affected by magnetic fields. The transducers consist of a stack of thin nickel laminations, similar to transformer laminations, enclosed w ithin a bronze bracket and wound with
11 turns of No. 12 insulated copper wire. Each
transducer is 8% by 4% inches. The angle
of the sound cone from these transducers is
about 20 degrees across and 12 degrees lengthwise.
d. Interconnecting cable. - "Push -pull ,"
high pressure, underwater electrical connecters
(Figure 8) were used at all underwater cableends and transducer connections. These connecters have a short length of neoprene-insulated electrical cable that is suitable for splicing
to the neoprene-insulated cables used with the
instrumentation system. A cable vulcanizer
was used to insulate the electrical splices.
Plastic or self-bonding insulating tapes coated
with rubber cement and applied in successive
layers also provided serviceable splices.

2.

Bottom-Contact Indicator

The frame of the bottom-contact indicator
is made of 14 -inch stainless steel. Its overall dimensions .a re about 32 by 18 inches. The
sturdy construction minimizes damage during
handling and trawling operations.
The electrical components of the bottomcontaCt indicator are:
(1) magnetic reed
switch, (2) permanent magnet, (3) power
source, (4) visual in dicator (lamp), and (5)
associated cabling. When the trawl net is on
the ocean bottom, the hinged lower arm pivots
in a vertical direction and makes contact with
the upper arm. The permanent magnet on
the lower arm in contact with the magnetic
reed switch on the upper arm energizes the
switch and completes the electrical circuit to
the visual indicator located near the echo
sounder. The lamp remains lighted until contact with the bottom is interrupted. McNeeley
(1961) used similar operating principles to
construct a bottom-contact device to indicate
when trawl doors were in contact with the
bottom.

Figure 7.-"Elac-Echograph Superior," echo sounder and recording unit.
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Figure 8.-Waterproof electrical cable connecters.

II .

SYSTEM OPERATION

Reported in this section are the te t ing of
the system and its performance.

A. SYSTEM TESTING
A sonic mensuration system was tested
initially aboard the Delaware during March
1963. Since that time, improvements in t he
system have been made. These improvements
were successfully field tested in August 1963.
The most notable improvement has been the
simultaneous recording of a ll measurements.
The earlier version recorded each measurement on a time-sharing basis (Figure 9).
This version required an elaborate switching
system.
For simultaneous recordings of the measurements, the echograph amplifier should receive an input signal of equal intensity from
each transducer. A strong input signal causes
the erhograph paper to blacken, however, if
the gain control on the receiver is advanced
to increase the intensity of a weaker signal.
Because the door transducers produced the
weakest signal inputs, the gain of the echograph receiver was set to obtain maximum recorder clarity of the door measurements. The
signal inputs from the wing-end and the hea drope transducers were attenuated by insertion
of capacitors of proper val ue in the transmission cable to obtain equal marking intensity of
the ignals from t he transducers on the trawl
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door s. A supplemental input from a tram~
ducer mounted on the hull was wired into the
recorder to give a measurement of the depth of
water below the vessel's keel.
The calibration of the echo sounder and the
a djustment of the angles on the door transducers are discussed in the following sections.

1. Calibration
Capacitors and installation instructions
are furnished with the equipment to ensure
proper cable match between the transducers,
and the recorder. For normal shipboard installation of the echo-sounder, a comparatively
short transducer cable connects the hullmounted transducer to the display cabinet.
When longer cables are used, capacitors of
smaller values are required because of the
inherent capacitance within a cable. So, capacitors of proper value for the length of
transducer cable used must be installed. The
calibration of the echo sounder must be
checked by a competent technician before each
trial to ensure that the system will perform
properly.
2. Door-Transducer Angles
Because the trawl doors change their angular position during tows-depending on type
of bottom, current, and speed of vessel-no
single angular placement of the transducers
on the doors will be satisfactory under all

towing conditIOns. The signals are recei ed
best only when the door tran ducer pint
directly at each other.

1 ct d
indicati
b ttom.
with th

Tests were conducted aboard the D lawar
to determine the correct placement of tran ducers for three ratios of warp length to ocean
depth. The alignment of the transducers wa
systematically ad justed at each trawl door
until the correct angular placement was found
for each ratio. These angles presumably vary
for each set of doors and towing vessel. The
best angular placement must therefore be determined by the individual investigator.

d

Experience with h
26 f athom f \ ater durin
the D lat a1" indic t d tha :
r atio of warp len gth t d pth th
peared to lean inward- th t i
brackets ; (2) w ith a 4: 1 rati
peared to lean ub ard- tha i
back; and (3) with a : 1 rati
appeared to be towing n th ir f
or nose. The e indi ati n ar r p r
becau e th y were helpful in d t rminin
placement of the do r tran du r.
d
di cussion of trawl-d or b ha i l' i PI'
by De Boer (19 9)

We changed the angle of the door transducers whenever we changed the ratio of warp
length to depth. In this way, we obtained
equal strength of signal, though we used various length of warp.

B. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The simultaneous recordings presented a
clear and instantaneous graphic indication of
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Figure 9.-A recording of certain linear dimensions of an otter tra 1 mad
sequencing or "stepping" arrangement.
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SUMMARY
Extensive efforts of fishing-gear researcher to study and improve the efficiency of trawl
fishing gear have caused increased demand for
instrumental techniques.
A sonic measurement system was developed t o display and to record selected dimensions of an otter-trawl net whi le it is in
operation. A shipboard echograph records
simultaneously the height of the headrope
above t he ocean bottom, the distance between
wing-ends, the distance between trawl doors,
and the distance to the bottom from the vessel's keel. Direct-sounding and echo-sounding
TJrinciples are ap plied to obtain the measurements.
The measuring system has the following
c0mponents : (1) echo sounder and recording

unit, (2) transducer cable, (3) sonic transducers, and (4) interconnecting electrical
cables and attachments. A bottom-contact indicator is used to tell whether or not the net
is in contact with the sea bottom.
During the trials reported here, sonic
transducers were attached to the trawl doors,
wing-ends, and headrope, but other points of
attachment-for example, along the trawl
warps-could be used to give supplemental
data.
In general, the system performed well.
The only complication was in the placement
of the door transducers. This problem could
be lessened by an improved system for suspending the transducers.

APPENDIX
Revi ew of Literature

Various instrumental techniques for measuring spread dimensions-that is, interspace
dIstances between trawl components-have
heen used by other workers.
Dickson (1959 ) and Fried (1957) reported
a method of underwater gear studies by a
team of "frogmen." The frogmen worked
il vdrs to measure and photograph n ets. Unfavorab le natural conditions-such as low
temperature of the water, strong currents, and
poor visibility-limit the use of this method.
Wathne (1959) used a sextant and rangefinder to measure the distance between trawl
d ors. The distance between doors was calculated by solving the triangle formed by the
ve el and a pair of floats-one attached to
each trawl door.
De Boer (19 9) de cribed a spread meter ,
hich i fa tened to the after-end of a trawl
r , 0 mea ure the spread distance. A steel
\\' ir c nn cts the pread meter and the opp it trawl d or.

\!

1

Rathjen and Fahlen (1962) described an
acoustic transducer system for recording the
distance between the headrope of a midwater
trawl and the ocean bottom; the distance from
the headr ope to the footrope; and the presence
of schools of fish , within or below the net.
The information from the headrope transducer
is used for positioning the midwater net.
Holt (1964) developed an acoustic instrumentation system to study trawl mechanics.
A measurement of distances between trawl
components is displayed on an oscilloscope
aboard the vessel.
Nicholls (1964) described a sonic system
that measures and records distances underwater between two fixed units without the
use of interconnecting cables. The measurements are received and recorded at the unit's
place of attachment.
Several methods for studying the underwater operation of fishing gear are covered
comprehensively in Modern Fishing Gear of
the Wo rld (2 volumes: the first was published
in 1959; the second, in 1964).
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ECHO REFLECTOR FOR SONIC MEASURING
SYSTEM ON AN OTTER TRAWL
by
Leon E. French, Jr.

ABSTRACT
Sonically measuring distances between points in an otter trawl during operation by
use of transducers and an echograph recorder presents problems. For example, when
the headrope height of an otter trawl is about one-half the wing-end spread, the headrope and wing-end measurement traces appear at the same location upon the recording
paper. The simultaneous overlay of signals can be corrected by use of a sonic echo reflector to replace one of the wing-positioned transducers in the measuring system and
by use of the echo-signal method instead of the direct-signal method. The echo signals,
however, are weaker than the direct signals.
This paper reports on a test of three reflectors: plain wood, aluminum sheet, and
checkered aluminum. All three reflectors gave usably strong echo signals. The best
quality signal was given, however, by the aluminum reflector.

INTRODUCTION
The true configuration of a trawl can be
found only by a system that yields accurate
measurements of the trawl while it is being
towed. Since 1963, the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base at Gloucester, Massachusetts, has
been using a sonic measuring system to get
linear measurements of otter trawl gear
(French, 1968). In this system, the directsignal method of measurement is used to obtain horizontal measurements-for example,
the distances between trawl wing-ends and
those between trawl-doors; whereas the echosignal method is used to obtain vertical measurements-for example, the height of the net

headrope above the ocean bottom. The measurements resulting from each type of signal
transmission are recorded simultaneously on
the moving paper of a shipboard echo recorder.
The trawl-net measurements are determined by observing a transparent calibrated
scale superimposed upon the recorder traces
(Figure 1). Because two techniques of sound
measurement are used simultaneously, each
recorder tracing must be interpreted differently. When the echo-signal method is used,
the measured distances correspond to the
markings engraved upon the recorder's scale.
When the direct-signal method is used, the

Auth or , Leo n E. Fre nch , Jr . (formerly El ectronics Technician , Bureau o f Co mme rcial Fisheries Exp lorato ry Fishing and Gear Research Bo se,
Gloucester, Ma ssachusett s 01930) now wi th th e Portsmouth Na val Shipya rd , Dover, New Hampshi re 03820.
Preprint No . 60, iss ued Apri I 1968.
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Figure I.-Echo sounder and recording unit showing mensuration marking traces and scale
overlay.

measured distances indicated by the scale must
be doubled, since the recorder is designed for
an echo signal.
The position of the tracing obtained with
the direct-signal method does not cause any
problem when trawl nets with low headrope
heights, such as the No. 41 otter trawl, are
used. A r ecording problem, however, was
encountered in June 1965 during Cruise 65-5
of the research vessel DelawaTe (Commercial
Fisheries Review, 1965) while testing otter
trawls with high head r ope openings.
Because of changes in velocity and towing
forces during drags with the Atlantic Western
Trawl, Model III, the measured head rope

I.

This note reports the approach we used to
eliminate the measurement interference encountered while testing an otter trawl with
a headrope height about one-half the wingend spread.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The sonic echo reflector is not needed for
trawl-door measurements because the distance
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height may vary from 10 to 30 feet, and the
meas ured wing-end spread may vary from 36
to 56 feet. It therefore is possible occasionally
f or the headrope and wing-end measurement
traces to appear at the same location upon
the recording paper. For example, the recording traces resulting from a headrope
height of 18 feet and a wing-end spread of
36 feet would appear at the 18-foot location
upon the recording paper.

between these components is considerably
greater than are the other distances to be

measured concurrently, so the recorder marking traces are separated suffici ently to preclude
interference with the other traces.
The sonic echo reflector is needed, however, for measurements of the distance between wing-ends because, as we have seen,
interference is obtained w ith measurements
of the head rope height. To correct the simultaneous overlay of signals, we used a sonic
echo reflector to supplement the measuring
system when required. The reflector replaced
one of the wing-positioned transducers in the
system, and the echo-signal method was used
instead of the direct-signal method.
The echo-reflector vehicle and its attachment to the net were identical to the wing- .
positioned vehicle and its attachment described
by French (1968). The sonic transducer was
removed from a wing-positioned vehicle, and
a block of wood was inserted in its place.
Three reflectors-plain wood, sheet aluminum,

and checkered aluminum-w r

t

d.

Described in this ecti n are th
and the method u ed to t st them.

A.
1.

REFLECTORS

Wooden Reflector

The wooden refl ector con i ted of th ninal w ing-positioned vehicle with the tranducer removed. A lead weight and fl at weI'
attached to the vehicle to maintain v rtica l
alignment and neutral buoyancy.

2. Sheet-Aluminum Reflector
The sheet-aluminum reflector (Figure 2)
was made by attaching a 17 1;'v by 24-inch
sheet of lis -inch aluminum to the ide of th
wooden reflector facing the vehicle's counterpart wing-positioned transducer. Th ve-

Figure 2.-An echo reflector with l / s·inch aluminum sheet.

L

hicle's buoyancy and stability were checked
and corrected as necessary.

3. Checkered Aluminum Reflector
Forty-four 2-inch aluminum squares were
attached with screws to the wooden r eflector
on the side facing the vehicle's counterpart
transducer at the wing posit ion. The reflector's buoyancy and stability were checked
and corrected as necessary.

B.

METHODS OF TESTING

The three types of sonic echo reflectors
were tested aboard the Bureau of Commercial
.J.~ish eries' research vessel Rorqual during July

II.
All three types of reflectors gave usable
echo presentations on the recorder. The sheet-

1965. Each type of reflector was attached
successively during alternate tows to one wingend of a midwater trawl as described by Rathjen and Fahlen (1962), and a mensuration
transducer was attached to the opposite wingend of the trawl.
The recorder's marking trace with each
type of reflector was examined for quality of
presentation during duplicate towing 3:nd recording conditions. Since measurements are
determined by visual readout of recorder
marking traces, application of electrical instruments and procedures to test the signal
strength was not considered necessary to evaluate the performance of each type of reflector .

RESULTS
aluminum reflector gave the signal of best
quality (Figure 3) , f ollowed closely by the sig-
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nal from the checkered aluminum reflector.
Although the wooden reflector did provide a
usable echo, the quality of the echo was definitely inferior to that of the others and might

prove unsatisfactory under unfavorable circumstances. Thus, of the reflectors tried, the
sheet-aluminum reflector is preferred.

LITERATURE CITED
Commercial Fisheries Review.
1965. Trawl gear evaluations: M/ V Delaware Cruise 65-5 (June 14-June 25,
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27(9): 36-38.
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tances between selected points of an
otter trawl. United States Fish and
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1962. Progress report on midwater
trawling studies carried out off the
New England coast in 1961 by M/ V
Delaw are. Commercial Fisheries Review 24(11): 1-11. [ Also as Separate
No. 659.]
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Figure 3.-A recording showing the trawl dimensions and positIOn of the net above the
bottom. Marking trace "D" was made while using the sheet· aluminum echo reflector.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Zero line or net headrope.
Net footrope (net opening = 16 feet).
Instrument cable.
Distance between the net wing·euds (41 feet).
Ocean bottom beneath the net (147 feet maximum).
Ocean bottom beneath the vessel (189 feet maximum).
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SUGGESTIONS TO AUTHORS WRITING FOR FISHERY INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
by F. Bruce Sanford, Lena Baldwin, and Mary S. Fukuyama
A.

APPROACH

Write your paper for a reader who has had advanced
scientific training.
Organize and write it in such a way
,t hat he can read it rapidly, yet understand it the first time
through.

B.
1.

COMPONENTS OF THE PAPER

Title

Select a title that reveals the overall purpose of your
research. When appropriate, include scientific names of
species.

2.

Abstract

Make the abstract semidescriptive: tell what the report
is about, and end with a statement of your overall conclusion.
(This conclusion will answer the question stated, or implied,
by your overall purpose. ) Keep the abstract short, but do
not use the title of the paper as the assumed antecedent
of otherwise irreferable pronouns.

3.

I,ntroduction

In the introduction, (1) orient the reader to your overall purpose, (2) state the purpose explicitly, (3) orient
the reader to the subpurposes, and (4) end with a listing
of the subpurposes.
Include in each orienting discussion all the important
words that will occur in the subsequent statement of purpose.
Avoid unnecessary reviews and economic data.
When stating the overall purpose, include a word such
as "purpose" so that the reader can quickly identify the
statement for what it is.

5.

Conclusions

Draw conclusions from your results. Make sure that
the overall conclusion and the subconclusions correspond
with your overall purpose and subpurposes. Present the
conclusions in logical sequence.

7.

Summary

End the
quantitative,
end it with
separate the

8.

report with a summary. Make the summary
not merely descriptive. If the report is short,
" Summary and Conclusions." If it is long,
two.

Acknowledgment

Avoid titles of individuals--such as mister, doctor, or
professor. Simply acknowledge the assistance received.

9.

Literature Cited

Make your citatiorts complete and accurate so the reader
can find the original with ease. Follow the format used
in Fishery Industrial Research.

Table of Contents
Include a table of contents.

4.

6.

C.
1.

Abbreviations

Avoid abbreviations unless you have compelling reason
to use them-for example, if you lack space in your tables.
If you use abbreviations, use the ones standard in your
discipline. End the abbreviation with a period. See the
latest issue of Fishery Industrial Research.

2.

English Usage, Punctuation, and Capitalization

Meticulously follow established practice in grammar,
punctuation, and capitalization. For precise, forceful statements, use perl>onal pronouns where appropriate and thereby
avoid illogical constructions or ambiguities.

3.

Main Divisions

Heading s
Use the system of headings shown in the latest edition

Do not use such generalized d ivisions as "Experimental."
Instead, be specific by making the main divisions of the
paper correspond to the main divisions of your researchExperiment I, Experiment II, and so on. Give each experiment a specific title so that the reader will gain immediate insight into the scope of the experiment.
For main d ivisions, do not use "Materials," "Procedures,"
and "Results" (except when, as is rare, your paper reports
only a single unit of research, such as Experiment I) ; instead, use these headings for minor divisions. When you
use them, consider the following suggestions:
a. Materials and methods.-Describe in detail the materials and the methods used in your first experiment. If
the materials and methods used in succeeding experiments
are similar to those in the first, merely describe the differences when you report the succeeding experiments.

If a method includes several closely consecutive steps,
number them and write out the steps ; use the active voice
-for example, "In the separation of acids from the aqueous
phase, the analyst :
1. Neutralized a

I-milliliter portion of the aqueous
layer to a pH of 10 with 0. 1 N NaOH.

2. Transferred

MECHANICS

the neutralized solution to Flask A.

3. Placed Flask A in a bath .. , "
b. Results.-Report all numerical data in tables and
graphs--avoid cluttering the text with numbers.
In the
discussion of results, do not repeat the data that' are contained in the tables and graphs. Instead, analyze the data
by pointing out significances and ' implications. Use summary tables ; do not overwhelm the reader with unnecessarv

of Fishery Industrial Research.

4.

Numbers

Use Arabic numbers unless you have a compelling reason
to use Roman numbers or to write the numbers out. See
the latest issue of Fishery Industrial Research.

5.

Tables and Graphs

a. Tables.-Number each table and give it a title. (The
title, placed at the top of the table, is a brief statement
of such applicable referents as the nature, classification,
or chronology of the information presented, and the political division, geographical area, or physical plant to which
the data refer. These points are sometimes referred to
as the "what," "how classified," "when," and "where" of
the table.) Do not place a period at the end of the title.
When headings apply to information in more than 1 column, word them so that they reveal the meaning of the
data in all columns covered. Place all units of measurement
over figure columns, and underline. Separate all columns
with vertical lines, but use horizontal lines and footnotes
sparingly. Place each table on a separate page. See the
latest issue of Fishery Industrial Research.

b. Graphs.-Number each graph. Place the title at
the bottom of the graph, and end it with a period. In
wording the title, follow the suggestions for tides of tables.
Frame all 4 sides of the graph. Place tick marks on the
inside of" the frame at only the left and bottom sides unless
you have compelling reason to do otherwise.
Identify
ordinate and abscissa ; capitalize all letters in the identification. Place units of measurement in parentheses, and
print them in lower case. Unless it clutters the graph,
label each curve directly instead of using a legend or a
kev.
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